
The Art of the Possible for 
Enterprise Low-Code/No-Code

See It in action! And learn why AgilePoint 
is your ticket to winning the Digital 
Transformation race.

AgilePoint V8.0



• Nearly 20 years of Low-Code innovation

• Layered and extensible Low-Code/No-Code architecture

• Built for professional and citizen development

• Rich functionality out-of-the-box 

• Task and use case agnostic

• Multi-layered governance

• Proven in Fortune 100 enterprise-wide adoption

Built to enable an Agile Operating Model with 
futureproof cross-functional automation 
at scale.
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The AgilePoint platform helps to dramatically simplify complexity, improve operational 
performance, accelerate time-to-market, expand employee engagement, unlock inno-
vation, and improve quality.



See a condensed platform overview and learn about how 
AgilePoint’s ‘Bigger out of the Box’ offering can help your 
organization to quickly deliver task, workflow, and cross-
functional automation at scale and rapidly enable an 
Agile Operating Model.

Whether it’s Digital Transformation, upcoming M&A or simply 
migrating away from decades of technical debt, AgilePoint is 
architected to be task-agnostic and deliver a broad range of 
use cases from task automation to process automation, with 
governed Citizen Development at the core.   

Low-Code/No-Code enabled Citizen Development could be the 
biggest enabler of change of a generation. But ensuring citizen 
development does not turn into unmanageable sprawl and IT 
maintains full governance throughout the citizen development 
lifecycle requires Low-Code/No-Code solutions to provide lay-
ered and granular control over security and governance.  

AgilePoint is architected with the multi-layered governance and 
security from the core and has been deployed enterprise-wide 
in Fortune 100 clients. Watch this video to learn more.    

AgilePoint’s ‘Bigger Out of the Box’ offering helps modern 
enterprises unlock latent innovation and offer differentiating 
services to their customers, but that alone is not enough.  

This video details how the AgilePoint's layered Low-Code/
No-Code architecture enables pro-developers to extend the 
AgilePoint platform by creating new drag-and-droppable 
custom and configurable no-code activities with the low-
code IT asset abstraction framework SDK.     

AgilePoint is simply 'Bigger Out 
of the Box' to give you a leg up in 
task-agnostic Low-Code/No-Code 
innovation

Enterprise-class multi-layered 
governance and security to ensure 
sustained manageability

Extending your AgilePoint platform 
to keep pace with your growing 
needs
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKh8r8PjupY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1UTx9cYKbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVonxg0CadM&ab_channel=AgilePoint


04m 41s

RPA has been all the rage for the last few years particularly 
when many organizations had not yet implemented  pro-
cess-managed operations.  RPA is often viewed as a fast and 
easy alternative to deliver incremental automation efficiency 
gains. Yet many soon realized the many drawbacks and limita-
tions of RPA automation like its brittle nature, poor exception 
handling, weak human workflow support, and the fact that it is 
not suitable for continuous process improvement. 

This video discusses how AgilePoint can augment RPA 
to address some of RPA’s legendary shortcomings and why 
AgilePoint + RPA = Better Together.    

“Why would I need AgilePoint? I already have X, Y, or Z 
workflow platform!” Not so fast! 

How does your platform address business exceptions?  What 
if you need to insert a process step to handle an exception 
on the fly, or migrate an inflight running process instance to 
a new version due to business or compliance policy changes?  
What then?  

Watch this video to learn more about how hyper-agile 
processes lead to an agile and resilient organization.    

Worried about adding yet another portal or business 
system to your user’s repertoire to optimize your process?  
Concerned about training, change management, or adop-
tion? Well, worry no more!  Instead of driving your users 
to AgilePoint, let AgilePoint come to them by natively 
embedding the platform into all of your existing portals 
and systems. 

Augmenting RPA

Process Agility – A key enabler 
to ensure business agility and 
resilience

Embedding AgilePoint in 3rd party 
portals that users are already familiar 
with to accelerate buy-in and adoption 

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=due4ymEPlcg&ab_channel=AgilePoint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_szDUl2jx-k&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=AgilePoint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3Dcn9Ko7UU&feature=youtu.be


around 20m

around 1hr

Want to see how AgilePoint can enable a citizen developer to 
cook up in 20 minutes?  

Learn just how quickly we addressed a benchmark, ‘build from 
scratch’ bake-off competition stipulated by a top US City on the 
East Coast before they selected AgilePoint out of 15+ com-
peting Low-Code/No-Code vendors as the City’s Cloud-based 
Workflow and Form Digitization Platform.  

Ever struggled with the complexity and the productivity barri-
ers when trying to create cross-functional automation in your 
incumbent BPM or workflow platform? 

Want to spend the next 60 minutes in utter disbelief? Watch 
this video to see how a cross-functional automation was cre-
ated from scratch in just over an hour with human workflow 
activities, 10 systems integrated including Salesforce, RPA, 
PayPal, etc., and inherently ready to be governed by the enter-
prise-class multi-layered granular governance and security. 

The Art of the Possible: See how a 
form-based data-driven application 
can be built from scratch within 20 
minutes. 

The Art of the Possible: See how a 
cross-functional automation  appli-
cation can be built from scratch in 
just over 60 minutes.

Learn More

Learn More

www.agilepoint.com
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Ready to Explore More of The Art of The Possible?

Visit AgilePoint Video Library

Getting Started with the Platform

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIPO3nBdDwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kdMNmhX6UA
https://resources.agilepoint.com/en/full-video-library-v8?hsCtaTracking=28bd24aa-a565-46f2-b14b-7d6ec9621522%7Cb263b74e-a028-42b1-9e39-6047ed5ec46b
https://training.agilepoint.com/


AgilePoint is the industry’s first all-in-one intelligent process 
automation platform for the enterprise. The AgilePoint platform 
enables an agile operating model to dramatically improve 
operational performance, accelerate time-to-market, expand 
employee engagement, unlock innovation, and improve quality.

While most process automation solutions handle only specific 
categories of applications, AgilePoint has been architected to 
address all application requirements on one single platform. 
As a result, AgilePoint clients require fewer low code tools and 
IT support resources, delivering the industry’s lowest total cost 
of ownership.

Our industry-first model-driven abstraction design reduces delivery
time by up to 90% compared to traditional approaches. With over 
1,000 global clients, many of the world’s best brands trust AgilePoint 
to drive their agile transformation programs.

North America
+1.650.681.0938

EMEA
+32.497.427.613

China
+86.4009015907

Hong Kong
+852.6013.8816

India
+91.80.42008040

Japan
+81.3.5719.0010

Taiwan
+886.2.77298516

Australia
+61.4.22120526

www.agilepoint.com

Resource Center

Request a TrialRequest a Demo

info@agilepoint.com
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